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Abstract. Researchers developing Ubicomp applications often must make illinformed but irrevocable decisions early in the design process. While desktop
computing researchers have multiple methods at their disposal to manage the
risk involved in these decisions, the complexity of Ubicomp research affords
few alternatives. We suggest that Ubicomp research faces a poverty of effective design process. We explore alternatives that might supplement existing design processes so that designers can make decisions from positions of information. This suggests an opportunity to develop both tools and techniques that
support early-stage evaluation.

1 Introduction
Fourteen years after Weiser’s vision [18], Ubicomp research has made modest progress towards achieving that end. Now is an appropriate time to reflect on why.
In this paper, we suggest one reason: when developing applications, researchers
cannot evaluate the problem space. Ubicomp applications are bound by an interesting set of circumstances. Because applications must address multiple, unpredictable
contexts of use, researchers need to evaluate them in the field. But developing applications that are field-deployable often involves sufficient cost that researchers are
forced to arbitrarily limit the design space early in the design process. Researchers
cannot evaluate a problem without first building a technology. But deployment requires knowledge that researchers do not have.
Assuming no "silver bullets" [1] arrive on the scene, what can Ubicomp researchers do? We suggest that new tools and techniques that support early-stage evaluation
might help researchers make better decisions, early enough to have impact.
In this paper, we describe knowledge gaps in the design process of one Ubicomp
research project we worked on. We then survey evaluation techniques inherited from
the desktop world, and describe their shortcomings for Ubicomp. Lastly, we describe
the research opportunities afforded by these shortcomings.

2 Case Study
Since considerable barriers of access, skill and intimidation keep elders offline [10],
we hypothesized that a device that hides email services within familiar objects might
help elders get the benefits of email, without asking them to absorb high learning
costs. We quickly identified two candidate technologies to deliver on this promise: an
augmented telephone, and a paper-to-email bridge. But how would we know which
system would produce superior results?
Traditional exploratory methods failed to meet our needs. Laboratory evaluation –
even “future scenario” [2] games of imagination – could never simulate the highly
contextual factors central to our investigation. To really know which system would
provide superior results would mean developing and evaluating two functioning systems. But to do so would require significant expense.
Unable to commit such substantial resources, we opted to interview elders. After
examining elders’ communication process and technological comfort zone, we choose
letter-writing. We ultimately developed ElderMail [9], a tangible email system that
uses a book as a user interface, or BUI. But we cannot say in earnest that our decision
produced optimal results. Lacking a low-cost way to evaluate vastly different competing technical alternatives, we had no way to accurately predict the relative efficacy
of one solution over another.

3 Early-Stage Evaluation, Evaluated
Evaluation is traditionally characterized as formative – the up-front exploration of a
problem space – or summative – the retrospective measurement of system impact.
But since Boehm’s spiral model [3] refocused software development, researchers
often perform what we describe as iterative evaluation – a more rapid and repetitive
design-build-test cycle. And though we have inherited multiple iterative evaluation
techniques from the desktop world, few meet the diverse needs of early-stage Ubicomp research.
Software toolkits and interface builders evolved to substantially meet the needs of
desktop research. And we can already find toolkits designed for Ubicomp, e.g. [12].
But while these toolkits lower the cost of creating field-deployable technologies, they
still do not support the kind of low-cost, high-level decision-making early-stage research requires.
Another strategy suggests replacing the user with a computer models that simulate
human input, e.g. [6]. But Ubicomp systems exist in a variety of environments that
are currently too complex and dynamic to accurately model with the predictive power
required to enable design decisions.
Other researchers, e.g. [1], turn to social science theory for guidance. But social
science theory is currently too limited to provide accurate predictions for complex
behaviors in situations involving multiple, and still largely-unknown variables and
effects.
Paper prototyping [16] has evolved as an extremely low-cost system proxy. Because paper is such a naturally flexible medium [17], it shows distinct promise for

prototyping smaller Ubicomp systems. Some researchers are exploring how paper
can be applied to more complex Ubicomp scenarios, e.g. [7]. But paper currently
falls short when it meets the dynamic needs of many Ubicomp systems. It cannot
scale well to distributed, multi-user applications, or situations that require vast or
dynamic input from multiple channels.
Some researchers have explored simulation as a means to explore a complex problem space. We more commonly find these so-called Wizard of Oz (WOz) studies in
speech and multimodal interface, e.g. [15], or intelligent user interfaces e.g. [8]. Despite their simulated components, WOz studies often involve substantial programming investments. Researchers still need to create largely working systems, and replace particular components with methods for experimenters to simulate machine
input or output.
Some researchers are addressing this particular issue by providing tools to help researchers build WOz simulations for particular domains, such as location-aware applications [13], or speech [11]. Such tools, though helpful, are limited to a single
domain. This forces researchers evaluating applications in multiple domains to reimplement simulations to suit the semantics of each prototyping toolkit.

4 Conclusion
To understand how burgeoning Ubicomp applications function in context, researchers
will have to find lower-cost ways to evaluate emerging design alternatives. We see an
opportunity to develop both tools and techniques to better support this process.
Paper has proven it can capably simulate the user interface. But what techniques
are available when researchers want to simulate an environment? What techniques
can help researchers design representative tasks, and select appropriate performance
metrics for poorly-understood domains? And what techniques are available to compare, analyze, and visualize the complex behavioral variables produced through such
evaluations?
When tools are appropriate, what tools might provide the structure to design,
evaluate, and analyze multiple design iterations. We suggest that a WOz toolkit
might fill this role. A WOz toolkit would have to generalize WOz patterns across
multiple application domains. It would also have to provide low-cost ways to integrate multiple input streams, both real and simulated. and support the wizard's complex real-time performance needs during testing. It might also provide special tools to
visualize, analyze and explore data from complex and multiple semantics.
Ultimately, any tools and techniques developed would seek to lower the development costs so that researchers can make fewer assumptions about the new and unpredictable contexts of use for which we are only just now beginning to explore, and
develop applications that can meet the real and demonstrated needs of users, as observed in their environment.
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